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A nonlinear aircraft model is presented and used to develop an overall uniﬁed approach
to online trim and maneuverability envelope estimation with uncertainty quantiﬁcation
without any requirement for active input excitation. The concept of time scale separation
makes this method suitable for the adaptive characterization of altered safe maneuvering
limitations based on aircraft performance after impairment. The results can be used to
provide pilot feedback and/or be combined with ﬂight planning, trajectory generation,
and guidance algorithms to help maintain safe aircraft operations in both nominal and
oﬀ-nominal scenarios.
Nomenclature
R
n Set of real n-vectors
S
n, Sn++ Set of n× n symmetric matrices, Set of n× n positive deﬁnite symmetric matrices
tr Trace operator, i.e., trA is the sum of the diagonal elements of A
| · |, ‖ · ‖ Determinant, Euclidean norm for vector inputs
V, γ, χ True airspeed, ﬂight path angle, course angle
FT Magnitude of net thrust force produced by engines
FL, FD, FY Magnitude of lift, drag, and side forces
f Continuous dynamics model
x,x State vector, Collection of state observations
u,u Virtual input vector, Collection of virtual input observations
B Set of allowable or achievable states and input vectors
x˜ Average current and next state, i.e., x˜(k) = [x(k + 1) + x(k)]/2
α, β, ϕ Angle of attack, Side-slip angle, Roll angle
g,m, S Acceleration due to gravity, Mass of the aircraft, Surface area of the aircraft wings
ρ, q¯ Air density, Dynamic pressure (q¯ = ρV 2/2)
N (μ,Σ) Multivariate normal distribution with mean μ and covariance matrix Σ.
p(x|y) Probability density function for the variable x given y
Li, Dj , Yk Expansion coeﬃcients for the non-dimensional coeﬃcient of lift, drag, and side force
c Aerodynamic coeﬃcient parameter vector, e.g., c = [D0, D1, D2, L0, L1, Y1]
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S State process noise precision (a.k.a., inverse covariance) matrix
c, S Optimal estimates for c and S
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I. Introduction
The safe maneuvering envelope is a fundamental property of the aircraft’s design and overall current
state of health. By deﬁnition it determines the overall capability of the aircraft. If actively monitored in
time, it may function as an early warning system as well as provide anticipatory guidance to help avoid loss
of control. For example, automated planning tools may use it to help pilots land safely under emergency
landing conditions,1–3 or when combined with a display it may provide better pilot awareness of the aircraft
state when an automation system switches oﬀ. Additionally, the physics-based maneuverability envelope
can be analyzed separately from the control strategy, and knowledge of the envelope may for example
unmask control limitations clouded by adaptive controllers, and even lower barriers to the introduction of
more advanced unconventional control strategies.4 For these reasons, improved methods for tracking aircraft
maneuverability in real-time may eﬀectively help pilots avoid inappropriate crew response and further prevent
or recover aircraft from upset conditions.
Generally, the maneuvering envelope is the set of safe aircraft state and control inputs. Unfortunately,
because of the underlying nonlinear aircraft dynamics, this set is diﬃcult to calculate accurately and rapidly
enough to provide the pilot or automation system with reliable information in a diverse and rapidly chang-
ing environment. Previous research has considered a wide variety of approaches to meet the challenge. The
most straight-forward of course is through wind tunnel testing, ﬂight testing, and high-ﬁdelity model-based
computation.5–8 A more sophisticated analysis is obtained by formulating the envelope estimation prob-
lem as a reachability problem,9 and then solving the associated Hamilton-Jacobi equations, often through
the use of level set methods.10 Further extensions on this theme include leveraging the concepts of time-
scale separation11 or semi-Lagrangian level sets.12, 13 Other alternatives rely on linearization and region
of attraction analysis,14 quaternion-based control architectures,15 robustness analysis,16 frequency domain
non-parametric system identiﬁcation,17 or the Control-Centric Modeling methods suggested by Boeing.18
There even exist methods based on an artiﬁcial immune system paradigm.19–21
This article develops an integrated method complementary to much of the previous work on this topic.
We begin by developing a simpliﬁed but eﬀective nonlinear ﬂight dynamics model in section II with important
beneﬁts including the ability to numerically calculate the corresponding trim envelope in real-time. The trim
envelope however depends on aerodynamic parameters, and in section III we introduce a reliable Bayesian
system identiﬁcation technique, with a conservative approach to uncertainty quantiﬁcation, tailored to the
task of estimating the aerodynamic parameters from measured ﬂight data. In section IV, we show how
the dynamics model and trim envelope are combined to determine an extended safe maneuvering envelope,
robust to the uncertainty established by the system identiﬁcation process. Finally, main applications for the
overall approach are summarized in section V.
II. Dynamics Model
In this section, a focused approximate nonlinear model for the aircraft dynamics is presented. This model
captures the slower aircraft dynamics, and ultimately enables the nonlinear analysis of maneuverability in
ﬂight path angle and total airspeed that is central to the discussion in this article.
Aerodynamic forces are most clearly organized around the velocity vector expressed using the kinematic
axes, which are deﬁned by the basis vectors
Vˆ = cos γ cosχ xˆE + cos γ sinχ yˆE − sin γ zˆE
γˆ = − sin γ cosχ xˆE − sin γ sinχ yˆE − cos γ zˆE
χˆ = − sinχ xˆE + cosχ yˆE ,
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where γ is the ﬂight path angle, χ is the course angle, and xˆE , yˆE , zˆE are unit vectors in the earth axes
aligned with north, east, and down, respectively (see Fig. 1). In this kinematic coordinate system, an aircraft
moving with true airspeed V has the velocity v = V Vˆ , from which one obtains the acceleration vector
v˙ = V˙ Vˆ + V
d
dt
Vˆ = V˙ Vˆ + V γ˙ γˆ + V χ˙ cos γ χˆ. (1)
With this expression, one can rather easily sum up the forces and obtain the equations of motion using
Newton’s second law.
In summary, the forces acting on the aircraft are gravity, thrust, and the aerodynamic forces of lift, drag,
and side force. Further assuming that the force of gravity is aligned with zˆE , that thrust is entirely aligned
with the aircraft body axis xˆB, and following the standard convention for the directions of the lift, drag,
and side forces, one obtains from Newton’s second law the equations of motion:
V˙ = (FT cosα cosβ − FD −mg sin γ) /m (2)
γ˙ = (FaˆL cosϕ− FaˆY sinϕ−mg cos γ) /mV (3)
χ˙ = (FaˆL sinϕ+ FaˆY cosϕ) /mV cos γ. (4)
In these equations, FT is the net thrust produced by all engines, FD is the magnitude of the drag force, α is
the angle of attack, β is the sideslip angle, g is acceleration due to gravity, and m is the mass of the aircraft.
Finally,
FaˆL = FT sinα+ FL
FaˆY = FT cosα sinβ + FY ,
are the net force magnitudes aligned with the lift and side force direction vectors, while FL and FY are
the respective magnitudes of the lift and side force components. Fig. 1 illustrates the relationships between
direction vectors and angles according to standard convention.
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Figure 1: (a) 3D orientation of velocity vector v with respect to the earth ﬁxed axes. (b) Roll angle
ϕ rotation to get from kinematic axes to aerodynamic axes, where Vˆ is into the page. (c) Side-slip
angle β and angle of attack α rotations to go from the velocity axis Vˆ to the body axis xˆB.
II.A. Maneuverability Model
Next, parameterized expressions for the aerodynamic forces FD, FL, and FY are developed. In general such
expressions would depend on many parameters (α, β, mass, air density, wind speed, etc.). However, one can
obtain a simpliﬁed, but perhaps more useful model, by focusing on the primary dependencies through the
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model deﬁned with
FD(α) = q¯ S CD(α) = q¯ S
(
D0 +D1α+D2α
2
)
(5)
FL(α) = q¯ S CL(α) = q¯ S (L0 + L1α) (6)
FY (β) = q¯ S CY (α) = q¯ S (Y0 + Y1β) , (7)
where q¯ is dynamic pressure (q¯ = ρV 2/2, where ρ is air density), S is the net wing surface area, and {Dk}2k=0
and {Lk, Yk}1k=0 are the expansion constants for the non-dimensional aerodynamic force coeﬃcients CD, CL,
and CY . Also note, for an undamaged aircraft one usually sets Y0 = 0. Next inserting (5)–(7) into (2)–(4),
and relying on the small angle approximations sinβ ≈ 0, sinα cosβ ≈ 0, and cosα cosβ ≈ 1, one obtains the
following coupled pair of nonlinear diﬀerential equations for the state vector x = [V, γ]T
f(x, u; c) =
[
V˙
γ˙
]
=
[
x˙1
x˙2
]
=
[
−c1 κx
2
1 − c2 κu2x
2
1 − c3 κu
2
2x
2
1 + u1/m− g sinx2
c4 κx1 cosu3 + c5 κu2x1 cosu3 − c6 κu4x1 sinu3 − g cosx2/x1
]
, (8)
where u = [FT , α, ϕ, β]
T is the virtual input vector,
c = [D0, D1, D2, L0, L1, Y1]
T
is the aerodynamic parameter vector, and where κ = Sρ/2m. Furthermore, the remaining possibly time vary-
ing parameters (g,m, S, ρ) are assumed eﬀectively know from measurement or separate estimation process.a
We refer to such a model as a maneuverability model because of its dependence on virtual inputs rather than
direct control inputs, which if needed can be determined by leveraging the principle of time-scale separa-
tion.11 The virtual inputs are however the parameters most closely related to any overall determination of
maneuverability for the slower aircraft dynamics covering the motion of the center of mass. Furthermore,
this model has a variety of properties extremely useful to applications, which we will bring to light in much
of the discussion to follow.
II.B. Trim
The set of trimmable aircraft states is deﬁned by {x | f(x, u; c) = 0, (x, u) ∈ B}, where B represents the set
of overall allowable states and virtual inputs. In addition, B should limit (x, u) to the domain over which
the model is valid. A common approach for discovering trimmable states is to solve some variation of
u = argmin
u∈B
‖f(x, u; c)‖, (9)
for any desired ﬁxed x, using standard constrained optimization routines.22, 23 While this approach can
work for almost arbitrarily sophisticated aircraft models, its application to map the entire trim envelope is
numerically intensive, and requires special care when the local minima is not equal to zero. However, in
stark contrast to this local optimization based approach, the speciﬁc maneuverability model (8) enables a
far better analytical approach, capable of mapping the (V, γ)-trim envelope in tens of millisecondsb for any
ﬁxed aerodynamic coeﬃcient vector c. This is an important capability because the set of trimmable states
represents an a-priori safe aircraft maneuverability envelope.
Characterizing the set of trimmable points for ﬁxed c, then, requires setting the top and bottom equations
on the right hand side of (8) equal to zero. The bottom equation is solved for u2 (angle of attack) in terms
of the other variables in that equation, which do not include u1 (thrust). The top equation is then solved
for u1 and we substitute the previous solution for u2. The result is a closed form expression for the required
thrust and angle of attack needed to achieve trim for any given state and remaining virtual inputs. This
enables a fast numerical sweep to determine the typically non-convex trim envelope as follows:
aIn our implementation, we consider (g,m,S, ρ) as part of the virtual input vector u.
bUsing current commercially available laptop computational capability.
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1. Setup a grid of state values in B. For most practical applications a coarse resolution is suﬃcient.
2. Fix values for the roll angle ϕ = u3, and the side-slip angle β = u4.
3. For each point in the state grid, solve for the thrust u1 and angle of attack u2 needed to achieve trim.
4. Return only those trim points for which FT and α are within B.
A crude visualization of the (V, γ)-trim envelope is then obtained by simply plotting the trimmable points
from the above calculation. In addition, one should check whether the achieved trim points are stable.
This requires checking the eigenvalues associated with the local linear approximation to (8) at each trim
point [24, Thm. 2.1 pg. 36] and as before a closed form expression can be found, but it is too unwieldy to
include here. The entire computation is fast enough to enable dynamic re-computation of the trim envelope
as aircraft conditions change, or to compute extended envelopes by sweeping over values for ϕ and β.
As an example, we set up a scenario using the Research Civil Aircraft Model (RCAM)25 in landing
conﬁguration (ﬂaps and gear down, air density at sea level, etc.). Table 1 shows the parameter values used
for the setup. The actual trim envelope calculation for a high resolution grid covering 409149 points was
completed in 114 ms on a 2.6 GHz MacBook Pro. The calculation included a check for stability, and in this
case, all of the trimmable points were stable (but in general this may not be true). The calculated envelope
is shown in Fig. 2.
Table 1: Parameter values for an example maneuverability envelope calculation.
Constants Aero. Coefs. Bounds Grid Res.
S = 260 m2
m = 120× 103 kg
g = 9.81 m/s2
ρ = 1.225 kg/m3
D0 = 0.1599
D1 = 0.5035
D2 = 2.1175
L0 = 1.0656
L1 = 6.0723
Y1 = −1
V ∈ [50, 150] m/s
γ ∈ [−20, 20] deg.
FT ∈ [20546, 410920] N
α ∈ [0, 14.5] deg.
Vres = 0.2 m/s
γres = 0.05 deg.
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Figure 2: Maneuverability trim envelope for a representative commercial aircraft (similar to a B767
or A300) in landing conﬁguration with ϕ = β = 0. The plot on the left shows the maneuverability
shaded according to the thrust required for trim, while the plot on the right shows the same envelope
shaded according to required α.
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In Fig. 2, it can be seen that the trim envelope boundaries are imposed by the input saturation limits.
The upper boundary corresponds to maximum thrust FTmax = 410920 N, and the lower boundary is imposed
by minimum thrust FTmin = 20546 N. The range for the angle of attack causes the left (αmax = 14.5
◦, prior
to stall) and right (αmin = 0
◦) boundaries. It can also be observed that more thrust is needed for larger
ﬂight path angles, since the thrust force has to counteract the aircraft weight, and that a larger angle of
attack occurs for slower speeds. Analyzing the range of thrust values over airspeed for constant ﬂight path
angle, shows that more thrust is needed for a further speed decrease below 69 m/s. This region corresponds
to the range of the angle of attack α > 4.5◦. Analysis of the Lift-Drag Polar and the power required curve,
shown in Fig. 3, conﬁrms that this region is the back side of the power curve, and that V = 69 m/s is the
minimum drag airspeed.
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Figure 3: The Lift-Drag polar and power requirement curves of the RCAM model conﬁrm that the
minimum drag airspeed is V = 69 m/s, and the region to the left is the back side of the power curve.
II.C. Damage Scenarios
Damage can be injected into our maneuverability model through two primary mechanisms. First, damage
leading to diminished control authority is modeled through a constriction of the set B of overall allowable
states and virtual inputs. For example, the maximum permissible angle of attack may diminish due to
icing, or the maximum available thrust may be reduced due to engine damage. The second mechanism is
through changes to the aerodynamic parameter vector c, and this will likely occur in conjunction with the
ﬁrst mechanism. This occurrence may for example model a decrease in the conversion between α and the
generation of lift with perhaps an additional cost in drag.
To illustrate, Fig. 4 shows the eﬀect of reduced aerodynamic capability, modeled by a 20% decrease to lift
and 20% increase to drag, along with a 50% reduction to available thrust. For these damage scenarios, it can
be seen in the left plot of Fig. 4 that a 20% decrease in lift combined with a 20% increase in drag results in a
shift of the trim envelope towards higher airspeeds and lower ﬂight path angles. This is physically explained
by the force equilibrium equations:
CL (α) ρV
2
S/2 = W cos γ ≈ W (10)
FT − CD (α) ρV
2
S/2 = W sin γ ≈ Wγ. (11)
Due to the reduced lift capability, (10) shows that a higher airspeed is needed to compensate for the aircraft
weight W = mg. On the other hand, an increase in drag means that reduced net excess thrust is available
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Figure 4: Trim envelope calculation for nominal and damaged cases with ϕ = β = 0. The damaged
case on the left corresponds to a 20% decrease of all the lift coeﬃcients {Lk}, and a 20% increase of
the drag coeﬃcients {Dk}. The plot on the right shows the same damage case with an additional 50%
loss of available thrust.
for climb in (11). If the maximum thrust limit FTmax is reduced by 50%, then there is a further reduction
in net excess thrust available for climb, which is translated into a shift downwards of the upper limit of the
trim envelope, as shown on the plot to the right in Fig. 4. Furthermore, this 50% reduction to FTmax makes
establishing trimmed level ﬂight impossible in this scenario.
The maneuverability model we just developed may not accurately capture the aerodynamics for many
other damage scenarios. In this instance, alternate parameterizations of the aerodynamic force equations
(5)–(7) may be required, and existing research is in place to support this task.26–28 These extended cases
can be treated by a system identiﬁcation procedure capable of using observed ﬂight data to select between
competing damage models, like the one developed in the next section.
III. System Identiﬁcation
The maneuverability model (8) is characterized by a vector of aerodynamic parameters c, which once
known, ultimately determines the trim envelope as discussed above. A critical feature of the same ma-
neuverability model, is that it is linear in these parameters for given state and virtual inputs. Therefore,
the application of almost any system identiﬁcation algorithm, say from [29], should yield quite satisfactory
results with suﬃcient input excitation to cover the full dynamic response of the aircraft. The question of
input or maneuver design for system identiﬁcation is important and covered in the Refs. [26–31], along with
additional methods for developing more sophisticated aerodynamics models and online parameter retrieval.
However, many important applications for online maneuverability characterization are aligned with track-
ing nominal performance, and identifying degradation to the envelope caused by impairment, during normal
operations that would not constantly explore the space of possible inputs. Therefore, in an eﬀort to enable
progressive learning of the aircraft dynamics with the possibility of insuﬃcient excitation, a novel Bayesian
method was developed with the following high-level features:
• works in the background from pilot inputs and measurements collected while maneuvering naturally,
• leverages optimization and probability theory to simultaneously estimate both system parameters and
uncertainty from the measured data,
• is biased towards greater uncertainty quantiﬁcation, especially when excitation is insuﬃcient,
• seamlessly enables selection between alternate impairment models through the evidence calculation.
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The objectives of this section, then, are to develop fast methods for estimating the aerodynamic coeﬃcient
vector c from measured state and input data, to quantify the resulting estimation uncertainty, and to enable
the comparison between competing models that explain the data.
III.A. Measurement Model
Our system identiﬁcation algorithm stems from a midpoint-Euler discrete approximation for the measured
state process:
x(k + 1) = x(k) + hf(x˜, u; c) + τ(k), (12)
where h is the time-sample resolution, x˜ = [x(k) + x(k+1)]/2 and τ(k) ∼ N (0, hS−1), for k = 0, 1, . . . ,m−
1. While the maneuverability model is linear in c, it is still nonlinear in x and u, and the midpoint-
Euler approximation enables better representation of the true nonlinear system, for negligible additional
computational cost. Furthermore, the more general case is developed where x(k), τ(k) ∈ Rn and c ∈ Rd; and
this makes the method readily applicable to broader more sophisticated dynamics models. Clearly, n = 2
and d = 6 for the speciﬁc maneuverability model discussed above. Finally, the inverse covariance matrix S
is an important statistical parameter that characterizes the process noise τ(k), which we will also estimate
from the observed data. This matrix is sometimes also referred to as the precision or information matrix,
and we use these terms interchangeably in the discussion to follow.
III.A.1. Sensor Measurement Error
A more comprehensive approach would also model the eﬀect of additive measurement noise to the states
and inputs:
yx(k) = x(k) + ηx(k)
yu(k) = u(k) + ηu(k),
where ηx,u may be an independent additive Gaussian process. However, we will avoid this consideration by
assuming the variance of τ(k) far exceeds that of ηx,u, which is not an impractical assumption in many cases.
With additional sophistication, our approach is extendable to include the measurement noise as well.
III.B. Probabilistic Approach
Our objectives are met by using the measurement model (12) to develop an expression for the posterior
probability density function (pdf)
p(c, S|x,u, x(0)), (13)
where x is short-hand for [x(1), x(2), . . . , x(m)] and u is short-hand for [u(0), u(1), . . . , u(m−1)]. This is the
pdf that describes the joint set of reasonable aerodynamic parameters c and process noise precision matrices
S, given the available data (x, u, and x(0)). The remainder of this section outlines the basic derivation of
the posterior pdf. Then, starting in §III.C, a fast algorithm to ﬁnd the estimates for c and S that maximize
this posterior distribution is presented, along with analytical approximations for quantifying the estimation
uncertainty.
Using Bayes’ Theorem the posterior distribution is decomposed as follows:
p(c, S|x,u, x(0)) =
p(c, S,x|u, x(0))
Z
=
p(x|c, S,u, x(0)) p(c, S|u, x(0))
Z
, (14)
where we refer to p(x|c, S,u, x(0)) as the likelihood distribution, p(c, S|u, x(0)) as the prior distribution, and
Z =
∫
c′,S′
p(c, S,x|u, x(0)) dc′dS′ (15)
as the evidence. The evidence Z = p(x|u, x(0)) is the probability density of the observed state data given the
input measurements, initial state, and all implied modeling assumptions. In essence, it is the probability of
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the observations given the model. This is an important quantity because the evidence for alternative models
can be computed and compared; a process that would allow one to extend the present framework to consider
alternate maneuverability models that may arise in damage scenarios, as previously discussed in II.C.
III.B.1. Priors
The prior distribution is assumed to take the following form
p(c, S|u, x(0)) = p(c, S) = p(S) p(c). (16)
This distribution characterizes the available information prior to making any measurements, and the equation
implies prior independence of the parameters, inputs, and initial state.
The prior on the aerodynamic parameter vector c is further assumed to follow a multivariate normal
distribution,
p(c) = (2π)−d/2|Σc|
−1/2 exp
{
−
1
2
(c− μc)
TΣ−1c (c− μc)
}
, (17)
where μc and Σc are used to set the prior knowledge of the model parameters.
The prior on the precision matrix S is assumed to follow a specialized version of the Wishart distribution:
p(S) = Ψn+1 exp
{
−
1
2
tr(Λ−1S)
}
, (18)
where Ψn+1 is the known normalizing constant of integration, and Λ ∈ S2++ is a given matrix that enables an
encoding of prior information as needed.c Typically, one would set Λ to a diagonal matrix related to a prior
worst case assessment of expected model error and turbulence. This creates a pessimistic prior on S that
forces a justiﬁcation of uncertainty through measurement. To see how this works, consider the case where
the airspeed and ﬂight path angle errors are independent and expected to be λ1 and λ2, respectively. Note,
these are error variances based on how well one expects the model to perform before any new measurements
are taken; and if this is unknown one should set λ1 and λ2 to cover the range of possible values (usually
known from the underlying physics of the problem). Setting Λ = diag(λ1, λ2), the Wishart prior looks like,
p(S) ∝ exp
(
−
S11
2λ1
)
exp
(
−
S22
2λ2
)
, (19)
where S11 and S22 are the diagonal elements of S. This, however, is equivalent to the case where S11 and
S22 are each independently distributed according to an exponential distribution with means 2λ1 and 2λ2.
d
Furthermore, exponential priors assign higher probability density to small values for S11 or S22, and since
S is an inverse covariance matrix this corresponds to larger variances in the expected model performance.
This is what we mean by pessimistic prior, and it is a key feature of our approach.
The ability to leverage prior information in the probabilistic formulation enables a number of distinct
advantages especially when used in combination with evidence calculations. For example, in a nominal
aircraft one may have a high degree of conﬁdence in the values of the aerodynamic parameters c from ﬂight
and wind tunnel testing, which can be encoded into p(c). In this case, the observed data will support the
model with a sharp prior and the corresponding evidence calculation will be high. However, in the presence
of damage the aerodynamic parameters will shift, contradict the prior, diminish the evidence calculation,
and force the consideration of alternative models.
cThis corresponds to the general Wishart distribution with n+ 1 degrees of freedom.
dIn this case, there is also no prior preference on S12 other than the implicit constraint required for S to be positive deﬁnite
(i.e., S11S22 − S212 > 0 =⇒ −
√
S11S22 < S21 <
√
S11S22).
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III.B.2. State Likelihood
Next we develop the likelihood function for the states given the aerodynamic parameters, precision matrix,
virtual inputs, and initial state. Following Ref. [32], this is accomplished by ﬁrst noting the system of
equations induced by (12), represents a nonlinear transformation of random variables, from τ(k) to x(k+1)
for k = 0, . . . ,m− 1. The corrected likelihood pdf is thus given by:
p(x|c, S,u, x(0)) = |J |
m−1∏
k=0
(2πh)−n/2|S|1/2 exp
{
−
1
2h
b(k)TSb(k)
}
, (20)
where,
b(k) = x(k + 1)− x(k)− hf(x˜(k), u(k); c), (21)
and where J is the mn × mn Jacobian matrix accounting for the full transformation. For small h, the
determinant of J is well approximated by
|J | ≈ exp
⎧⎨
⎩−h2
m−1∑
j=0
trF (x˜(j), u(j); c)
⎫⎬
⎭ ,
where F (x, u; c) is the n× n Jacobian matrix of the vector ﬁeld f with respect to x. One should notice that
trF = ∇ · f , which is the divergence of the vector ﬁeld deﬁned by f .
Many nonlinear dynamical models, including the maneuverability model (8), can be expressed as aﬃne
functions of the unknown model parameters [32, §II.D]e, generally taking the form
f(x, u; c) = U(x, u)c+ v(x, u), (22)
and when this is the case one can also write,
trF (x, u; c) = q(x, u)T c+ r(x, u). (23)
Thus, the nonlinear dynamics are characterized as a combination of the columns of U(x, u), with unknown
weights c, along with a known part speciﬁed by v(x, u).
III.C. Estimation Algorithm
With all the required distributions now deﬁned we have two remaining tasks. The ﬁrst is to ﬁnd the maximum
a posteriori (MAP) estimates for the aerodynamic parameter vector c and precision matrix S by solving
maximize ln p(c, S|x,u, x(0)) = ln p(x|c, S,u, x(0)) + ln p(c) + ln p(S)− lnZ,
where lnZ is a constant that can be ignored for this step. The second task is to determine an approximation
for the marginal posterior distribution p(c|x,u, x(0)).
Finding the MAP estimate is equivalent to minimizing the negative log of the joint pdf p(c, S,x|u, x(0))
with x ﬁxed by solving:
minimize f0(c, S) = − ln p(c, S,x|u, x(0)) (24)
with respect to the variables c ∈ Rd and S ∈ Sn++ and where,
f0(c, S) =
mn
2
ln 2πh−
m
2
ln |S|+
h
2
m−1∑
k=0
qTk c+ rk + (Ukc+ vk)
T
S (Ukc+ vk)
+
1
2
ln |(2π)dΣc|+
1
2
(c− μc)
TΣ−1c (c− μc) +
1
2
tr(Λ−1S)− lnΨn+1.
(25)
In this expression, qk = q(x˜(k), u(k)), rk = r(x˜(k), u(k)), Uk = U(x˜(k), u(k)), vk = v(x˜(k), u(k)) −Δx(k),
and Δx(k) = [x(k + 1) − x(k)]/h. One way to accomplish the minimization (24) is by using the following
block coordinate descent algorithm:
eIf an exact representation is not possible, then usually the nonlinear model can at least be approximated in this manner.
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1. Start from an initial guess (c0, S0), and k = 0.
2. Precision Update. Sk+1 = argminS∈Sn++ f0(c
k, S).
3. Parameter Update. ck+1 = argminc f0(c, S
k+1).
4. Repeat until ΔcTMΔc < , where Δc = ck+1 − ck, and M is deﬁned by (26) below.
It can be shown that each update step requires solving a well-posed convex optimization problem and
this condition is suﬃcient to guarantee convergence of the overall algorithm to a joint local stationary
solution [33, §2.7, pg. 272]. Furthermore, by separately setting the gradient with respect to S and c equal
to zero, one ﬁnds, respectively, that the precision update has a closed form analytical expression, and
the parameter update requires solving a well posed regularized least-squares problem. While we can not
guarantee global joint optimality in both c and S, the algorithm does uniquely determine the global optimal
precision matrix corresponding to any ﬁxed estimate for c (and vice-versa), and in practice the algorithm
has demonstrated rapid convergence to reliable estimates.
In keeping with the probabilistic approach, one may desire to stop the algorithm when Δc is insigniﬁcant
with respect to the uncertainty in the current parameter estimate ck. This prevents needlessly updating the
current estimate when the uncertainty is large compared to the update magnitude. One can show that
M =
(
Σ−1c + h
m−1∑
k=0
UTk S
k+1Uk
)
, (26)
speciﬁes the approximate multivariate precision matrix for the current parameter estimate. Therefore, the
stopping criterion that ΔcTMΔc < , ensures the update falls within a small uncertainty ellipsoid around
the current parameter estimate. In fact, one can show that Prob
{
ΔcTMΔc < 
}
= Fχ2
d
(), where Fχ2
d
is the
cumulative distribution function (cdf) of a chi-squared distribution with d degrees of freedom. In particular,
we used  = 0.001, for which Fχ2
d
() ≈ 2× 10−11, in our examples.f
Finally, an important consequence of the convexity inherent to both the precision and parameter updates,
is that a variety of hard constraints can be incorporated into the problem. In particular, if the constraints
are also convex then the overall convergence properties of the algorithm are unaﬀected (see Refs. [33] and
[34] for further details), although in some cases more careful analysis of the estimation uncertainty may be
required. For example, known trim points are easily handled by introducing linear equality constraints into
the parameter update step.
III.D. Parameter Uncertainty
Determining the estimation uncertainty amounts to ﬁnding a quadratic approximation for the negative log
of the joint distribution and normalizing appropriately. This is readily accomplished by forming a quadratic
second order taylor approximation around the optimal estimate. For (25), the general form is
f˜0(c, s) = f0(c
, S) +
1
2
[
c− c
s− s
]T [
∇2cf0 ∇csf0
∇csfT0 ∇
2
sf0
] [
c− c
s− s
]
, (27)
where the gradient term is omitted because it is approximately zero at the MAP parameter estimate (c, s).
Furthermore, S is expressed through the expansion
S =
z∑
j=1
sjEj , (28)
fTo ﬁnd the value of  that produces, say, a 0.1% conﬁdence ellipsoid we simply lookup or numerically compute  =
F−1
χ2
d
(0.001). For example, this is accomplished in MatlabR© using chi2inv(0.001, d).
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where the Ej ∈ Sn serve as basis matrices for the space of possible precision matrices.g After substituting,
(28) into (25), the expressions for ∇2cf0, ∇csf0, and ∇
2
sf0 can be found. In particular, one may readily
observe that ∇2cf0 = M , where M is deﬁned by (26) evaluated with S
k+1 = S.
With these expressions, we ﬁnd from (27) that the approximate full posterior distribution is
p˜(w|x,u, x(0)) = |(2π)d+zΣ|−1/2 exp
{
−
1
2
wTΣ−1w
}
, (29)
where w = (c− c, s− s) ∈ Rd+z, and with H = −∇2s ln |S|,
Σ−1 =
[
∇2cf0 ∇csf0
∇csfT0
m
2 H
]
. (30)
The approximate marginal posterior distribution for the aerodynamic parameter vector is then,
p˜(c|x,u, x(0)) = |(2π)dΣ′|−1/2 exp
{
−
1
2
(c− c)TΣ′−1(c− c)
}
, (31)
where Σ′−1 = ∇2cf0 − (2/m)∇csf0H
−1∇csfT0 . Asymptotically, as m → ∞, we see Σ
′−1 ≈ ∇2cf0 = M , and
observe in (26) that M is essentially the prior information matrix updated by the data information matrix.
Also, for large m we have that p˜(c|x,u, x(0)) ≈ p˜(c|S,x,u, x(0)). That is, the marginal posterior for the
aerodynamic coeﬃcient vector is approximately the conditional distribution evaluated at the precision matrix
estimate. Furthermore, p˜(c|S,x,u, x(0)) = p(c|S,x,u, x(0)) exactly, because f0 is quadratic in c.
III.E. Evidence
The evidence calculation is derived from (27) as follows. The approximation for the joint pdf is
p(c, S,x|u, x(0)) = exp {−f0(c, S)}
≈ exp
{
−f˜0(c, s)
}
= exp {−f0(c
, S)} exp
{
−
1
2
wTΣ−1w
}
= p(c, S,x|u, x(0)) exp
{
−
1
2
wTΣ−1w
}
.
The evidence is then obtained by integrating the approximate expression over all possible values for w = (c, s).
The result in log-form is
lnZ ≈ ln p(c, S,x|u, x(0)) +
1
2
ln |(2π)d+zΣ|
= −f0(c
, S) +
1
2
ln |(2π)d+zΣ|,
where f0 is given by (25). The accuracy of this evidence estimate can be checked using non-deterministic
methods such as importance sampling [35, §13.3].
III.F. Extensions
The system identiﬁcation method developed so far is amenable to a variety of extensions. An important
example is the incorporation of direct accelerometer measurements. This can be accomplished, for example,
by introducing an accelerometer measurement process model deﬁned by,
a(k) = Akc+ τa, (32)
gWhile all of Sn is covered by z = n(n + 1)/2 such basis matrices, there are implicit (convex) constraints on the feasible
values s ∈ Rz can take, since S must also be positive deﬁnite.
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where a(k) = [FD, FL, FY ]
T /m represents the component aerodynamic accelerations (corrected for gravity
and thrust) observed at each time instance k, Ak is the corresponding matrix from (5)–(7) deﬁned as
Ak = κx1(k)
2
⎡
⎢⎣ 1 α(k) α(k)
2 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 α(k) 0
0 0 0 0 0 β(k)
⎤
⎥⎦ , (33)
and τa is the associated measurement noise vector distributed N (0, S−1a ). Here, Sa is a separate unknown
precision matrix for the accelerometer error. Recall from before that x1(k) is the total airspeed (which is
the ﬁrst element of the state vector), and κ = Sρ/2m. Now, the full joint distribution can be factored as
p(c, S, Sa, a,x|u, x(0)) = p(a,x|c, S, Sa,u, x(0)) p(c, S, Sa|u, x(0))
= p(a|c, Sa,x,u, x(0)) p(x|c, S,u, x(0)) p(c) p(S) p(Sa),
where a represents the full set of accelerometer measurements, analogous to x and u. The second line in
this factorization follows by applying the deﬁnition of conditional probability to factor p(a,x|·), and because
the prior knowledge regarding c, S, and Sa is assumed to be assembled from independent sources before
accounting for any new measurements. A similar approach to the one outlined in §III.B.1–III.E can be
followed to derive the estimation algorithm, this time with an additional Wishart prior characterized by Λa
(compare (18)) and update step for Sa, along with the calculations for uncertainty and evidence.
h
Finally, we wish to emphasize the overall formalism developed here is readily applied to dynamical sys-
tems that are nonlinear in the state and input variables, but aﬃne in the unknown system identiﬁcation
parameters. This characteristic leads to the analytical uncertainty and evidence approximations just dis-
cussed, which in turn make it possible to quickly evaluate competing models using standard techniques from
Bayesian model selection [36, Ch. 4]. We will highlight one such example in the discussion to follow.
III.G. Example
The overall system identiﬁcation approach just discussed is now demonstrated using an example that focuses
on verifying our estimation algorithm and uncertainty quantiﬁcation under the condition that all of our
modeling assumptions hold. To accomplish this, we started by simulating the full nonlinear dynamics for
a general transport class aircraft, similar to a B757, operating nominally at an altitude of 3048 meters
for 90 s. This was done only to obtain realistic values for the virtual inputs. Next, using these inputs,
we generated state measurements exactly from our model (8) in time step increments of 0.01 s, while also
adding independent zero-mean Gaussian state noise with standard deviations of 3 m/s and 0.5◦ for V and
γ, respectively. Accelerometer measurements were also generated concurrently with the state measurements
according to the model (32), with accelerometer measurement covariance S−1a = 0.1
2I. The prior distribution
on the parameter vector was set using
μc = [0, 0.5, 0, 0, 4.5, 0]
T
Σc = diag
(
22, 32, 32, 32, 32, 22
)
,
where diag(·) denotes a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements deﬁned by the input list. Also, the Wishart
priors for S and Sa were characterized by diagonal matrices Λ and Λa, based on assuming worst case
standard deviations of 10 m/s for V , 5◦ for γ, and 1 m/s2 for the accelerometer measurements. Finally,
to simulate a rapid fault onset, the ﬁrst 45 s of our simulation corresponded to the nominal model with
true underlying coeﬃcients from Table 1, while the ﬁnal 45 s were produced using coeﬃcients from the
20% damage model discussed in §II.C. Fig. 5 shows the angular virtual inputs, state, and accelerometer
measurements corresponding to our simulation.
Our estimation procedure was then applied to the above simulated data after decimation by a factor of
10, so that the measurements correspond to a 0.1 second time sampling resolution. This decimation step was
hThe particular simplistic approach suggested here assumes independent state and accelerometer measurements. This can
be realized, for example, by using GPS data to derive the state measurements separately from the accelerometer measurements.
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Figure 5: Left Column: virtual angular and state inputs to the estimation procedure produced using
a general transport aircraft simulator. Right Column: measured accelerometer data and model ﬁt
at the estimated parameter values. The onset of a fault occurs 45 s into the simulation. The fault
corresponds to 20% increase in all drag coeﬃcients and a 20% decrease in all lift coeﬃcients from the
nominal case.
intended to test the feature of our estimation procedure that enables it to operate on time samples from a
continuous nonlinear model. Fig. 6 shows the estimation results for the linear lift and drag coeﬃcients after
applying the algorithm separately to the nominal and damage cases. The same broad prior distribution was
used for each case, and the algorithm processed each data set of 450 samples in about 100 ms converging
in only 4 iterations of the main loop. These results demonstrate the algorithm’s ability to recover the
actual coeﬃcients and quantify uncertainty. In this case, the damage is signiﬁcantly more distinguishable
in the linear lift coeﬃcient than in the drag coeﬃcient. Note also that the algorithm adaptively determines
estimation uncertainty based on the data it receives, and in this example the measured data enables a more
accurate quantiﬁcation of the damage model coeﬃcients.
So far our analysis has only examined the ability to discern the fault after knowing when it occurred. To
demonstrate ability to identify the fault we turn to our evidence calculation, and instead of performing bulk
estimates after all the data is collected, our estimation algorithm is executed each time a new observation
appears. Furthermore, each estimate is obtained using only the 20 most current observations (i.e., 2 s of the
most recent data). The results of this calculation are plotted in Fig. 7 for two diﬀerent prior assumptions.
The ﬁrst, nominal prior case, assumes that the nominal coeﬃcients are known to high precision ahead of
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Figure 6: Estimation results from trajectory and accelerometer measurements for nominal and 20%
fault models.
time, corresponding to the case where one expects the aircraft to behave normally. The second, open prior
case, assumes the prior is a broad distribution on the model parameters, corresponding to an openness to
learn the behavior of the aircraft from only its most recent maneuvering performance. These two cases are
viewed as two separate modeling assumptions with diﬀerent evidence calculations. At the onset of the fault,
the evidence immediately collapses in both cases. The calculation then remains collapsed for the strong high-
precision prior, because the measured data contradicts the prior assumption in this case. This is in contrast
to the open prior case, which recovers the faulted aerodynamic coeﬃcients and evidence level within the 20
sample window. The evidence collapse in each case is most signiﬁcant at the onset of the fault, because in
each case the new faulted data point contradicts the current state of knowledge given the past observations
most strongly. To examine this phenomenon a little closer, the bottom plot shows a histogram of the change
in evidence as each new measurement is added (and an old measurement is forgotten). The change caused
by the fault is clearly several standard deviations from the natural variation in evidence for our small sample
window, demonstrating a near instantaneous ability to detect the fault in this case.
IV. Maneuverability Beyond Trim
Based on the aerodynamic information recovered through the system identiﬁcation process discussed in
§III, and on the trim envelope calculated in §II.B, one is now able to obtain extended safe maneuvering
envelopes by using the robust reachability analysis summarized in this section.
IV.A. Interpretation of the Maneuvering Envelope
In this context, the preferred interpretation of the safe maneuvering envelope considers reachability from the
trim envelope. The stable and controllable trim envelope is considered an a-priori safe set. The backwards
reachable set is deﬁned as the set of states from where (at least one point in) the trim envelope can be
reached. The forwards reachable set is deﬁned as the set of states which can be reached from (at least
one point in) the trim envelope. The safe maneuvering ﬂight envelope is then the intersection between the
forwards and backwards reachable sets. This interpretation is illustrated in Fig. 8. In addition to the safe
envelope, the backwards reachable set is considered as the survivable ﬂight envelope. After an upset due to
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Figure 7: Fault identiﬁcation from evidence. The top plot shows the running evidence calculation,
for two separate prior assumptions, based on a 20 sample window of the most recent data. The bottom
plot shows a histogram of the change in evidence as each new sample is added into the window (and
the last sample is forgotten). Clearly, the change in evidence caused by the fault is signiﬁcantly greater
than the natural variation in evidence caused by new measurements. This enables near instantaneous
identiﬁcation of the fault in this scenario.
damage, turbulence, a wake encounter etc., it is possible to bring the aircraft back to a safe trim condition
as long as the current ﬂight condition is situated inside the backwards reachable set.
The goal, then, is to perform a combined forward and backward reachability analysis from the trim
envelope as eﬃciently as possible, in an eﬀort to enable online implementations. Based on previous re-
search,37 level set methods are an excellent candidate. Finally, robustness to the uncertainty in the system
identiﬁcation (i.e., aerodynamic parameter estimates) is an important aspect to consider as well.
IV.B. Optimal Control Formulation
It has been shown in the literature that maneuvering envelope estimation through reachability can be refor-
mulated in the optimal control framework.9 Consider our continuous time control system:
x˙ = f(x, u; c +Δ) (34)
with (x, u) ∈ B, as deﬁned in §II.B above. Here we consider the case where the aerodynamic coeﬃcient vector
can take on any value within a probable set {c = c +Δ | Δ ∈ D ⊆ Rd}, such as a 95% conﬁdence ellipse.
Deﬁne φ (τ, t, x, u (·) ,Δ) as the state trajectory, where Δ characterizes possible parameter uncertainty. Given
a set of states K ⊆ Rn, and a set of possible input functions U[t,t′], the reachability question is naturally
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Figure 8: Safe maneuvering envelope as intersection between forwards and backwards reachability,
modiﬁed from source: van Oort.12
formulated using the relation between the set K and the state trajectories φ of (34) over the horizon T . The
problem of interest is the following:
Robust reachability: Does there exist a u ∈ U [0,T ] and a t ∈ [0, T ] such that the trajectory φ of the
state x satisﬁes x ∈ K, irrespective of Δ?
The answer to this question is found by playing a pursuit evasion game over the horizon T ≥ 0 with target
set K ⊆ Rn.38 It is assumed that u is trying to bring or keep the state in the set K, whereas Δ is trying to
drive it out of K. To ensure the game is well-posed, u is restricted to play non-anticipative strategies with
respect to the parameter uncertainty Δ ∈ D.
For the types of safety problems considered here, a set of initial states has to be established such that u
can win the game. To this end, the robust reachable set RΔ is deﬁned as,
RΔ(t,K) =
{
x ∈ Rn| ∀Δ ∈ D, ∃u ∈ U[t,T ], ∃ τ ∈ [t, T ] , φ (τ, t, x, u (·) ,Δ) ∈ K
}
. (35)
As shown in the literature, a useful characterization of this set is found by solving an INFMIN problem.9
The crux is to include the Δ’s as disturbances opposing the optimization over u. Consider a closed set K,
deﬁned as the level set of a continuous function l : Rn → R, i.e., K = {x ∈ Rn| l (x) ≥ 0}. We then deﬁne
the invariance set as,11
Inv(t,K) = {x ∈ Rn|V2(x, t) ≥ 0} , (36)
where,
V2(x, t) = inf
u(·)∈U[t,T ]
sup
Δ∈D
min
τ∈[t,T ]
l(φ(τ, t, x, u(·),Δ)). (37)
The solution for V2 is then found by solving the associated Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) Partial Diﬀer-
ential Equation (PDE):9, 38
∂V2
∂t
(x, t) + min
τ∈[t,T ]
{
inf
u(·)∈U[t,T ]
sup
Δ∈D
∂V2
∂x
(x, t) f (x, u,Δ)
}
= 0, (38)
where V2 (x, T ) = l (x) holds for backward integration and V2 (x, t) = l (x) applies to forward integration.
These HJB PDE’s can be solved using level set methods, for which a toolbox is available in Matlab R©.10
Finally, the robust reachability set is found through duality: RΔ(t,K) = [Inv(t,Kc)]c. See Ref. [39] for
further details.
IV.C. Examples
The scenario to be considered is the (V, γ) maneuvering envelope for the previously introduced RCAM model
with bank angle ϕ = 0. Both the nominal and generic damage scenarios will be evaluated. The damage
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scenario is the one considered previously in §II.C, with a 20% decrease (increase) in lift (drag) performance,
as well as envelope degradation caused by 50% loss of maximum thrust authority. This example builds further
on the results for the trim envelope presented in § II.C. The results are shown in Figs. 9–11. Backward
reachability analyses corresponding to the survivable maneuvering envelope are presented in Fig. 9. Fig.
10 shows the forward reachability analysis results. The intersection of forwards and backwards reachability
is deﬁned as the safe maneuvering envelope and is shown in Fig. 11. The time horizon in this example is
set at T = 5 s. This choice is based on the time constants of the considered relevant dynamics. The blue
rectangular contour corresponds to the largest rectangle which can be drawn in the trim envelope of the
nominal aircraft as depicted in Fig. 4. Similarly the red contours correspond to the largest rectangles which
can be spanned in the trim envelopes of both damage scenarios in Fig. 4.
Fig. 9 analyzes backward reachability from the trim envelopes over a time horizon of T = 5 s. By
comparing the undamaged and damaged envelope boundaries, one can see the inﬂuence of the damage
characteristics. It can be seen that for lower speed conditions, recovery with damage is only possible for
a more restricted range of negative ﬂight path angles. The increased drag results in a higher minimum as
well as maximum airspeed limit, since accelerating works slower and decelerating works faster. The loss in
lift capability means that smaller positive ﬂight path angles are backwards reachable at lower airspeed. The
scenario with the reduced maximum thrust limit is similar, but negative ﬂight path angles at lower speeds
are even more restricted due to the extra limitation in thrust. Furthermore, the reduction in backwards
reachable positive ﬂight path angles is more signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by the reduced trim envelope, than by
the actual reachability calculations over 5 s.
(a) Eﬀect of a 20% decrease in the lift coeﬃcients, and a 20%
increase in the drag coeﬃcients
(b) Additional envelope degradation caused by 50% loss of
maximum thrust authority
Figure 9: Backward reachability analysis over T = 5 s, based on calculated trim envelope boundaries
and identiﬁed aerodynamic parameters. Upper left envelope areas correspond to nominal conﬁguration.
Fig. 10 shows the forward reachable set calculations over the same time horizon. One may observe that
there is less range across larger ﬂight path angle values in the damage scenarios due to the reduction in lift
capability. Fig. 10(a) shows that larger positive ﬂight path angle values are still reachable at higher speeds
with damage. This is related to the fact that the trim envelope of the damaged scenario has moved towards
a higher airspeed range, which makes comparing both envelopes less straightforward. Forwards reachability
for the scenario depicted in Fig. 10(b) is similar, but forwards reachability for positive ﬂight path angles is
further reduced due to the changed trim envelope boundaries and the extra limitation on thrust. Comparing
Fig. 10(a) and 10(b), one ﬁnds that the reduced thrust authority also aﬀects the reachable speed range,
which is now more restricted at the upper and lower boundaries.
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(a) Eﬀect of a 20% decrease in the lift coeﬃcients, and a 20%
increase in the drag coeﬃcients
(b) Additional envelope degradation caused by 50% loss of
maximum thrust authority
Figure 10: Forward reachability analysis over T = 5s, based on calculated trim envelope boundaries
and identiﬁed aerodynamic parameters. Upper left envelope areas correspond to nominal conﬁguration.
The safe maneuvering envelopes presented in Fig. 11 are the result of taking the intersection between the
backward and forward reachability envelopes in Figs. 9 and 10. In Fig. 11(a), it can be seen that the safe
maneuvering envelope shift is similar in nature to the trim envelope shift shown in Fig. 4. A higher speed
range is needed to compensate for the loss in the lift force coeﬃcient, and smaller positive ﬂight path angles
can be reached because smaller excess of net thrust is available with increased drag. In Fig. 11(b), one may
observe that the restriction on maximum thrust leads to a further shrinking of the maneuvering envelope,
especially for positive ﬂight path angles. Level and climbing ﬂight are still possible, but only in non-trim
and as a trade-oﬀ between kinetic and potential energy. One has to sacriﬁce speed for non-negative ﬂight
path angles. In practice, however, it is the other way around: one would rather sacriﬁce ﬂight path angle
for airspeed, in order to prevent stalling.
Extensive Monte Carlo analyses were also performed in order to verify the accuracy of the boundaries
of the estimated maneuvering envelopes. These analyses were based on the non-simpliﬁed aircraft model,
ignoring the assumption that the aerodynamic angles α and β should be small. All these Monte Carlo
analyses have conﬁrmed that the results provided here are accurate and that the simpliﬁcations hold for the
current ranges of the aerodynamic angles, namely α ∈ [0◦; 14.5◦] (no stall) and β ∈ [−5◦; +5◦]. This is an
important conclusion which makes a relevant online safe maneuvering envelope estimation tool much more
feasible. This result is covered in [39], along with more examples and discussion.
V. Major Application Areas
V.A. Flight Management Systems
The Flight Management System (FMS) of commercial aircraft is a common tool to aid crew in piloting
aircraft. The FMS is comprised of many functions, including navigation, ﬂight planning, trajectory genera-
tion, performance computations, and guidance. With the exception of navigation, all these capabilities are
either directly or indirectly dependent on aircraft performance characteristics; and when these characteris-
tics change due to vehicle impairment, the ability of the aircraft to satisfy the constraints of the existing
ﬂight plan or to follow the recommended trajectory, guidance commands, or performance proﬁles is compro-
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(a) Eﬀect of 20% decrease in lift coeﬃcient and 20% increase
in drag coeﬃcient
(b) Additional envelope degradation caused by 50% loss of
maximum thrust authority
Figure 11: Calculation of safe maneuvering envelope sets through forward and backward reachabil-
ity analysis over T = 5s, based on calculated trim envelope boundaries and identiﬁed aerodynamic
parameters. Upper left envelope areas correspond to nominal conﬁguration.
mised. Therefore, the trim and maneuverability envelope calculations discussed in this paper enable envelope
protection enhancements for next generation ﬂight management systems, like the one discussed in [40].
V.B. Pilot Cockpit Displays
Pilot cockpit displays are instrumental for pilot situational awareness of aircraft state and performance
limitations. Performance limitations such as V-speeds or maximum and minimum speeds for the nominal
conﬁguration are currently determined from performance databases that will become obsolete in the event
of failure, damage, or impairment conditions. Even under nominal conditions, the relationship between
maneuverable airspeed and vertical speed changes in non-obvious ways with altitude, air density, aircraft
conﬁguration (e.g., ﬂap settings, stabilizer position), and bank angle. A recent survey of airline transport
rated pilots demonstrated a preference for the display of maneuvering limitations in bank angle, vertical
velocity, and aircraft speed,41 all of which are readily provided by the envelope characterization methods
discussed here.
VI. Conclusion
There are three distinguishing features of the maneuverability characterization methods presented in this
article.
First, instead of linearizing the full aircraft dynamics model, we derived a useful nonlinear model that
allowed us to avoid local linear approximations all together. This enabled rapid numerical computation
of the curved (non-convex) trim envelope, which is more representative of the global aircraft performance
capability than would be obtained through the use of linearized models.
Second, our integrated system identiﬁcation approach leverages the same dynamics model to estimate the
underlying aerodynamic parameters from currently available ﬂight data, while also establishing conﬁdence
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regions biased towards greater uncertainty when insuﬃcient input excitation is available. This is impor-
tant because the penalty for over-conﬁdence in-ﬂight can be severe, while the cost of under-conﬁdence is
often only over-preparedness and caution. Furthermore, the system identiﬁcation process seamlessly pro-
vides methods for learning the aircraft dynamics passively in the background, detecting impairment, and
also selecting between multiple nonlinear dynamics models for damaged aircraft through the calculation of
Bayesian evidence.
Third, through the safe maneuvering envelope calculation, we eﬀectively maximized the options pilots
or automation systems have to recover the aircraft in damage scenarios, while remaining robust to the
uncertainty in the system identiﬁcation process.
The net result is an increased ﬂexibility for developing advanced aircraft diagnostics that provide the
bottom line maneuverability of the aircraft as an output, and this is expected to have important applications
to ﬂight planning, trajectory generation, guidance algorithms, and pilot displays.
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